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The USA Telecommunications Network is evolving toward an Intelligent Network 
utilizing the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) for access flexIbility and control 
and Common Channel Signaling (CCS) for signaling fleXIbility. Modern voice, data and 
image telecommunication services, including those requiring broadband capabilities, will 
be provided by this totally integrated and flexible network. Advanced methods for 
routing calls transitmg the integrated network also become practical due to new 
Operations Systems concepts combined with the key elements of the Intelligent Network 
architecture. These more responsive and controllable routing methods provide 
networking efficiencies and capabilities that further enhance the value of the Intelligent 
Network. This paper outlines the overall structure of the present USA Network and its 
evolution into an Intelligent Network that makes use of advanced traffic routing 
techniques. 

Forces Driving USA Network Evolution 

Three basic forces are driving the evolution of the USA Telecommunications Network. First, 
increasing customer demand for new services capabilities in the market place requires increasingly 
efficient information transfer. Business customers wish to use voice, data, image and video services 
to reduce costs and improve operational procedures, and to enhance their individual competitive 
advantage. Residence customers want quality voice communication but also increasingly desire data 
and image services for entertainment as well as · " home offices". The demand for home 
entertainment will drive the development of video services to the home. These services require the 
type of information transfer provided with a Network that uses the latest broadband technologies. 

The second force driving network evolution is the rapid advancement being made in the deployment 
of a totally digital end-to-end network. The availability of Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) 
technology and optical fib er have brought an end-to-end digital network closer to reality than was 
thought possible only a few years ago. This new digitally based technology along with advancements 
in software generation provides the impetus for a rapid evolution to an Intelligent USA Network. 

The third force is the effect of government policies on the structure of the USA Network. The 
impact of legal and regulatory policies have been so significant that it is useful to highlight the 
current network structure. 

Structure of the USA Telecommunications Network 

The current USA Network structure including the many places requiring standards is shown in 
Figure 1. A call transiting mUltiple exchanges (called "LA T As" in the USA) is placed by a 
customer (end user), using Customer Premises Equipment (CPE). Access to the "long distance" 
portion of the Network is provided by a Local Exchange Carrier (LEC). A call is transported by an 
Interexchange (inter "LATA") Carrier (IXC) to the terminating exchange where the Local 
Exchange Carrier (LEC) completes the call to a terminating end user utilizing CPE. Enhanced 
Service Providers (ESP) are third party vendors who provide information services to end users in 
conjunction with basic network features provided by a LEC. Not only are standards required within 
the separate entities composing the total Network because of manufacturing and physical interfaces, 
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but the boundaries between the entities also require interface standards. Responsibility for service 
performance is divided when this many network entities are involved in providing end-to-end service. 
To minimize problems clear industry standards defining interfaces between the entities, and the 
performance required from each part ·of the end-to-end connection are required. Of course, in 
reality, each portion of the Network in Figure 1 is shown rather simplistically. There are 
competitors potentially involved in several of the six Network entities shown -- a reason for 
increasing concern within the USA for the development of adequate Network standards. The 
growing commonality of interests and concerns of the worldwide business community that requires 
interconnection among national Networks and with international Networks, mandates the USA 
interest and participation in CCIrr directed standards efforts. Along with this Network structure 
has come intense interest in the USA in providing an Open Network Architecture to allow full 
interconnectability of various manufacturers' products. This process is facilitated by basing 
appropriate standards on the Open System Interconnection (OSI) 7-layer protocols. 

Trends in the USA Telecommunications Network Due to Technology 

Several important trends in technology, generally available to many vendors, make evolution to an 
Intelligent Network feasible. Semiconductor technology, fiber optics, and digital technologies for 
both switching and transmission applications are contributors. However, software advances are 
becoming increasingly important. In particular, 

• Powerful Database Technologies. New database design, database languages, and computing 
technology now make the interaction of database functions with real-time network operations 
feasible. 

• Flexible Software Control of Network Elements. Combining computing power with recent 
advances in database technologies allows for the design of Intelligent Network elements with 
software control. < 

These advantages in software technology permit the evolution of the USA Network to an Intelligent 
Network utilizing all digital technology with software controlled databases and network elements. 

Relationship of Intelligent Network Evolution and Operation Systems 

A key point when considering the advancements in technologies is the opportunity to use these same 
technologies to construct intelligent Operations Systems to plan, administer and operate the 
Network. The functionality of Operations Systems, network elements and adjunct equipment are 
becoming more similar. The USA Network is increasingly moving towards becoming a processor of 
information utilizing software intelligence and network databases for control. At the same time, 
operations and planning processes are increasingly utilizing information from the Intelligent 
Network elements and software based Operations Systems. Eventually, as either the Network end 
user, the Network Administrator, or intelligent Operations Systems provide control and 
rearrangeabiJity of available capacity, there will be a strong linkage among network elements, 
network element planning and Operations Systems advances. 
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Figure 2 shows the future relationship of the Network itself and network Operations Systems in the 
Intelligent · Network architecture. Intelligent Network elements ~re constantly measuring and 
monitoring themselves with results sent to both a Network Controller and network Operations 
Systems. Network Controllers are responsible for evaluating near real time network demands 
(based on measurements), comparing them to available trunk and facility capacity, and rerouting 
traffic or rearranging trunking and facility capacities to achieve the best possible throughput. 
Network adjustments made by the Controller are stored in Operations Systems' databases. At a 
later time, a planning system, under planner control, can recommend new network architectures and 
major capacity augments. Viewed as a whole, one sees that the Network Controller and the 
Operations Systems act as intelligent peripherals to the Network itself, essentially making them part 

. of the Network. Similarly, the Network is becoming a source of data for the planning processes. 
Thus, the Network, Operations Systems, and network planning are becoming integrated and, 
perhaps, will be indistinguishable in the future. The next section illustrates the full power of the 
Intelligent Network architecture with its use of a Intelligent Network Controller to provide new 
services. 
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Figure 2. The Intelligent Network and Operations Systems 
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Figure 3. Intelligent Network Service Concept 

A simplified block diagram of the essential building blocks in the initial Intelligent Network concept 
are shown in Figure 3. Software controlled digital switching systems called Service Switching Points 
(SSPs) are interconnected by a high speed Common Channel Signaling (CCS) network to 
centralized databases called Service Control Points (SCPs) which assist the call processing function 
using information gained by special end user dialing sequences. Sophisticated Operations Systems 
like the Service Management System (SMS), shown in Figure 3, load and maintain the data in the 
SCP. A second system, not shown in Figure 3, is called the Signaling System Engineering and 
Administration System (SEAS). SEAS maintains and administers the signaling network 
components. 

The best way to understand the nature of the Intelligent Network architecture is by describing an 
example of how a service, billing to the called party versus the calling party C" 800 Service" in the 
USA), is handled. When a call is dialed to an 800 prefixed number, the local exchange recognizes 
the 800 number and routes the call to a designated SSP, which has special soft\\'are to process such 
calls. When an SSP identifies a call as an 800 call, it suspends the call processing in order to gain 
further information for the call treatment. This information resides in an SCP database. To access 
this information, the SSP sends a message to the SCP via the CCS signaling network. The signaling 
network uses specialized packet switches, called Signal Transfer Points (STPs). 

In this 800 Service example, the message from the SSP to the SCP contains the dialed 800 number 
as well as information about the calling party. Based on the incoming data, service logic in the SCP 
translates the received 800 number into a standard telephone number and returns this telephone 
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number, together with a routing instruction, to the Service Switching Point. The SSP, upon receiving 
the routing instruction from the SCP, is able to route the call to the desired destination. 

In general, the calls in the Intelligent Network which require special processing must reach an SSP. 
When' the SSP recognizes that it alone cannot process the call further, it interrupts call processing 
and launches a data query over the CCS signaling network to an SCP. Such a query can include all 
the information regarding the calling and called parties that the SSP has available. The SCP, which 
handles many SSPs at the same time, provides the SSPs with needed call progress data. The data 
are not only service specific, but also can be customer specific. For example, the customer record in 
the SCP can optionally include routing instructions which vary by time of day, by day of week or by 
the originating caller's location. If the information received by the SCP is not sufficient to define 
further call processing, the SCP can also send additional commands to the SSP which then in turn 
may require further input by the customer. In the Intelligent Network, a single SCP can be used to 
handle one application for a large geographic area, or, it can be used to handle multiple 
applications. 

The Intelligent ISDN Network Architecture 

In Figure 3, access to the Intelligent Network is indicated as a cloud. In the evolving Network this 
cloud will be implemented through the ISDN architecture thus creating an Intelligent ISDN 
Network. Figure 4 indicates how, ISDN concepts are combined with the Intelligent Network. ISDN 
provides for voice/data service integration, initially in network access, over digital loop facilities. 
The ISDN access architecture allows for shared or dedicated access, new network services, variable 
bandwidth calling, and user-to-user signaling. Although early implementations retain separate 
packet, circuit, channel, and signaling transport networks, eventually a more unified bandwidth 
switching and transport network will probably emerge. 

Combining ISDN concepts for integrated access with the Intelligent Network and Operations 
Systems results in a powerful architecture design. Figure 4 shows the positioning of the SCP as a 
Network Controller in the Intelligent Network and the merging of the Network, Network 
Controllers, and Operations Systems. 
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Figure 4. The Intelligent ISDN Architecture 

The Future Evolution of the Intelligent Network 

A key Intelligent Network concept is the interaction of conventional call processing in the SSP for 
certain types of calls with Service Logic Programs and data bases which can be either in the switch 
or in a centralized SCP. This allows flexibility in service design by providing for deployment and 
modification of services through changes in the centralized service logic programs contained in the 
SCP software rather than in the network switching element itself. As the service demand grows, call 
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processing can be migrated back to the switch. Recognizing that this concept is a powerful tool for 
customizing services and for accelerating their universal deployment, the designers of the Intelligent 
Network are now extending the concept to realize even more advantages. 

The natural · evolution in the future Intelligent Network is the concept of modularizing call 
processing capabilities in the switch (SSP) and Service Logic Programs in the switch or SCP. This 
evolution is based on the premise that services can be broken down into basic components. A 
comprehensive set of these basic components can be defined for the SSP which could then be used 
to construct many different services. If the set were complete enough, then newly conceived services 
could be implemented by only writing new software for the SCP. This software could then provide 
the proper selection and sequencing of the basic components to form the new service. The design of 
these basic components, which in the Standards arena are known as Functional Components (FCs) , 
forms the basis for the evolution of the Intelligent Network. Through a well defined set of FCs, 
network software no longer needs to be service specific. Rather, a new service could share network 
elements and be defined instead through linking or "stitching" together the appropriate FCs. 

Such an architecture, if successfully designed, would minimize the economic risk of trying new 
services concepts and would speed the universal deployment of any particular new service. Because 
the Intelligent Network architecture provides a considerable amount of flexibility to create new 
services, an interface to a host of service providers, who wish to provide value added serVices in 
combination with basic network service capabilities, will provide a greater selection of services 
offerings. . 

Advanced Routing Techniques Utilizing the Intelligent Network 

The primary motivation for evolving to an Intelligent Network is most often stated as the ability to 
provide new services quickly to enhance the revenues of the service provider. However, these same 
technologies advances that allow the implementation of an Intelligent Network for new services also 
allow advances in how calls are routed in the Network. 
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Figure 5. Hierarchical Traffic Routing and Its Operations Support 

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of a typical hierarchical network and its relationship to the 
operations and capacity planning processes. Network routing is planned months to a year in 
advance, based on forecasts of systematic traffic patterns. To respond to non-forecast demands, 
Network Management can temporarily re-route a trunk group's traffic based on measurements 
taken every five minutes. In addition, facility capacity can be changed based on semi-annual 
forecasts and on measurements that are taken every week. Because of the relatively slow analysis 
and implementation of routing changes, the present network routing · does not take much advantage 
of the time variation of loads within seconds, hours, days, seasons, etc. In addition, hierarchical 
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routing restrictions (and infrequent routing changes) do not allow network traffic demands to access 
all available network capacity. 

Advanced routing techniques allow the network to respond quickiy in a flexible, efficient way to 
network demands in that they provide the capability to change facility capacity and traffic routes 
more dynamically. In the future Intelligent Network, this could be ultimately on a call by call basis. 
The main benefit that advanced routing techniques offer is higher through-put, i.e., the ability to 
route more calls for a given network investment -- essentially a cost reduction. These capabilities 
allow the routing to take advantage of the non-coincidence of traffic loads. They also allow network 
demands to access more of the network capacity both because of their responsiveness and because 
the traffic routing techniques are not restricted to a hierarchical model. 

In addition to higher through-put, they offer other significant potential benefits of greater robustness 
to forecast error, more efficient network traffic management, more fleXible grade of service, higher 
network survivability, and new network management service opportunities. Advanced routing 
techniques can be accomplished by adding routing intelligence to planned advancements in the 
Intelligent Network. Routing intelligence in an advanced routing control point is analogous and 

. complementary to the service logic programs in a Service Control Point (SCP) in the Intelligent 
Network architecture. Advanced routing concepts will more closely couple the network and its 
operations support by moving some of the responsibilities of network planning and administration 
closer to the network itself. . They build on planned advancements in the areas of traffic 
measurements, switching system memory administration, network traffic management and network 
planning. 
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Figure 6. Non-Hierarchical Routing 

A conceptual diagram of an eXlstmg advanced routing technique, Dynamic Non Hierarchical 
Routing, deployed by AT &T in the USA is shown in Figure 6. With this arrangement the pre
planned routing changes are instituted to account for systematic variations in traffic point-to-point 
demand, e.g., seasonal, time of day, etc. Sophisticated Network Management controls are still used 
to adjust the traffic routing to maximize call completions during significant overloads, e.g., disasters, 
network failures. This advanced routing technique although not instantaneously responsive to the 
status of the Network is a major advancement in the application of software technology in how calls 
are routed. New sophisticated Operations Systems for forecasting, network measurement processing 
and Network Management along with a reliable data communications network and software 
controlled switching systems are all required to implement this advanced routing technique. 

The successful implementation of Non Hierarchical Routing encourages thoughts about evolving the 
USA network toward a fully responsive traffic routing capability. The similarity of the architectures 
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needed for the Intelligent Network and that needed for this advanced routing technique is shown in 
Figure 7. Advanced traffic routing is based on technology in advanced switches, CCS Signaling and 
a Routing Controller. Advanced traffic routing can be accomplished by having the switches send 
trunk busy/idle status to a Routing Controller, and the Routing Controller send new routing 
information to switches. The logical function of the Routing Controller could be implemented in 
central computers that communicate with the switches, or could be implemented in a distributed 
fashion. Thus, call by call responsiveness using advanced routing techniques shares a . strong synergy 
with the future Intelligent Network. For example, upon the arrival of an Intelligent Network call, 
the Intelligent Network could be queried for both the service features and the routing path of the 
call. One important advantage of this routing technique is that the demand servicing function of 
today's hierarchical network may no longer be needed since the network call-by-call routing 
capability compensates for trunk shortages. 
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Figure 7. Advanced Traffic Routing -
A Capability to Change Routes Based on State of, Network 

Challenges for the Future 

The technologies for the telecommunications Network of the future are largely available today. The 
USA Telecommunications Network is evolving to be all digital paving the way for ISDN and 
Intelligent Network implementation. The Intelligent Network architecture is the foundation on 
which a host of Information Age services can be supported. 

In the USA, the challenge will be to interconnect the networks of the Local Exchange Carriers with 
the Interexchange Carriers to create a functioning end-to-end Intelligent Network. This Intelligent 
ISDN Network will flrst appear in islands with interfacing points between the various network 
providers. This will require the creation and close adherence to interface standards to allow the 
complete interconnection of all network providers. Likewise, advanced routing techniques will 
appear initially in only parts of an end-to-end connection. The concepts described in this paper 
provides a basic foundation on which many potential new services using advanced routing techniques 
can be implemented to allow the most efficient use of the Intelligent Network elements. 

Implementation of advanced routing techniques will support the goals of the Intelligent Network by 
providing increased flexibility and network responsiveness. These advanced routing techniques 
requires extensive work to design the Intelligent Network and Operations Systems that allow for 
varied traffic routing for each call. The potential to use the same technology for Intelligent Network 
elements and Operations Systems will provide a joint evolution to an Intelligent Network with an 
advanced routing capability. 
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